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Abstract
Circus is a formal language that combines Z, CSP and additional constructors of Morgan’s reﬁnement
calculus. It is aimed at the development by reﬁnement of state-rich reactive systems. In this work, we
deﬁne the Circus type system and describe the design and implementation of a type checker. We developed
the type checker based directly on the typing rules that formalise the type system of Circus. We believe
that this contributed to the robust construction of the type checker. We also discuss the validation strategy
of the type checker, including integrations with other Circus tools.
Keywords: Formal methods, concurrency, formal languages, type system, reﬁnement tool.
1 Introduction
The increasing need for the development of systems with quality is resulting in
industrial interest in the application of formal techniques. Currently, there are for-
mal languages for modeling complex data structures, like Z [21,25], and others for
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modeling communication and concurrency, like CSP [9]. Circus [23,24] is a speciﬁ-
cation, design and programming language that combines Z and CSP. Additionally,
Circus includes constructors of Morgan’s reﬁnement calculus [14] and Dijkstra’s
guarded commands [3]. The Circus semantics is based on Hoare and He’s Unifying
Theories of Programming [8].
The integration of a language for data modeling with an algebra of processes
makes possible the adequate modeling of a wider range of systems. There are other
works that consider the integration of Z, or one of its extensions, with some algebra
of processes [4,5,20,12,10,22]. Diﬀerently from these languages, Circus includes a
reﬁnement calculus [2] that allows us to get code from an abstract speciﬁcation.
At the moment, a number of tools that automate several aspects of the use
of Circus are under development: a model checker [7], a theorem prover [17], and
a reﬁnement editor [26] are a few examples. These tools need a type checker to
provide guarantees about the type consistency of the speciﬁcations and programs,
and of their results.
In this paper, we present a formal deﬁnition of the Circus type system, with the
intention of assisting the development of a type checker for this language. At ﬁrst,
we deﬁne the Circus type rules, and afterwards we describe how we implemented the
type checker using a direct mapping of the type rules to code. This contributed to
the robustness of the type checker. The type checker oﬀers extra facilities, such as
the annotation of type information for each fragment of a speciﬁcation or program,
and the availability of clear and objective error messages. Additionally, we designed
the type checker as a component of easy integration, maintenance and evolution. In
order to validate the type checker in practice, we have integrated it into JCircus (a
tool that translates Circus to Java). We have also developed a new tool, CircusReﬁne,
which supports the applications of reﬁnement laws to Circus speciﬁcations, using the
type checker to ensure type consistency.
In Section 2, we describe some aspects of the Circus syntax. We present a formal
deﬁnition of the Circus type system in Section 3. Following this, in Section 4, we
present the type checker. We discuss our validation strategy in Section 5. Finally,
in Section 6 we discuss our results and describe some future works.
2 Circus
A Circus program is composed of a sequence of paragraphs, including Z paragraphs,
channel deﬁnitions, channel set deﬁnitions, and process deﬁnitions. In Figure 1,
we can see a Circus speciﬁcation with some channels and one process called Cook-
ieMachine. This machine receives money and returns one cookie and the change, if
necessary.
In Circus, a process declaration is composed of the keyword process, followed
by the name of the process and its deﬁnition. A process can be deﬁned in terms
of other processes, using the operators of sequential composing (P1; P2), internal
choice (P1  P2), external choice (P1  P2), parallelism (P1 ‖ P2), interleaving
(P1 ||| P2), etc.
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COOKIE ::= ok | notok
channel in, change : N
channel out : COOKIE
process CookieMachine b= begin
cookieValue, cookieQuantity : N
state State b= [money , quantity : N ]
StateInit b= [ State′ | money ′ = 0 ∧ quantity ′ = cookieQuantity ]
InputMoney b= [ΔState; x? : N | money < cookieValue ∧ money ′ = money + x? ]





((quantity > 0 ∧ money ′ = money − cookieValue ∧ quantity ′ = quantity − 1 ∧ o! = ok)
∨
(quantity = 0 ∧ money ′ = money ∧ o! = notok))
Output b= money ≥ cookieValue &
(var o : COOKIE • OutputCookie; out !o → change!money → Skip)
• StateInit ; (μ X • (Input  Output); X )
end
Fig. 1. CookieMachine Speciﬁcation
For the deﬁnition of a basic process, we use the keywords begin and end.
A deﬁnition is composed of a list of process paragraphs, which can be empty; a
deﬁnition of state, introduced by the keyword state; and a main action that deﬁnes
the behavior of the process. In Circus, we can use Z paragraphs to deﬁne the state
of a process. In our example, we deﬁne CookieMachine as a basic process with two
state components: money and quantity .
A process paragraph can be Z paragraphs, name set deﬁnitions or action deﬁni-
tions. A Z paragraph allows the deﬁnition of constants and types which are local to
a process. In our CookieMachine speciﬁcation, cookieValue and cookieQuantity are
deﬁned as local constants. Additionally, we can use Z paragraphs to deﬁne process
actions; a Z paragraph is an action if it deﬁnes operations on the process state. This
action can change the state, but it does not communicate values. In our example,
OutputCookie is an action deﬁned by a Z schema. It captures the eﬀect on the state
of a cookie purchase. StateInit and InputMoney are also examples of schema. The
former initiates the state of the CookieMachine process, and the latter describes
the eﬀect of money deposit in the machine.
We can also deﬁne an action in Circus in the form: N =̂ act , where N is the
action name, and act describes the behavior of the action. Input is an example of
such an action. Its deﬁnition combines CSP and Z constructs. As in CSP, Circus also
has the preﬁxing operator and the guard constructor, but only for actions (not for
composing processes). These constructors are generally used together to deﬁne
actions, as we can observe in Input . The action deﬁned as p & act behaves like
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act only if the predicate p is true; otherwise, it is blocked. On the other hand,
an action deﬁned like c?x → act allows the input of values through the channel c
and, afterwards, behaves like act ; the received value is stored in x . To communicate
output values, the communication has to be: c!e → act . In this case, the expression
e must have the same type of the c channel. The values communicated by the
channel are called communication parameters; they can be input parameters (?cp)
or output parameters (!cp or .cp), and can be combined arbitrarily in a single
preﬁxing.
Additionally, Circus allows the recursive deﬁnition of actions through the μ op-
erator. A recursive action μX • act uses the name X to make recursive calls; the
name X is used in act as an action name. The main action of the CookieMachine
speciﬁcation is recursive; ﬁrst of all, it calls to StateInit action, and then repeatedly
oﬀers the choice of input (Input action) and output (Output action).
We can deﬁne parametrised or indexed processes. Process indexing is one of
the Circus operators that is not deﬁned in CSP. An indexed process, for example
i : TP , has the same behavior as P , but uses diﬀerent channels, deﬁned implicitly.
If P uses a channel in : N, the indexed process communicates values through the
channel c i : T × N, that is implicitly deﬁned. This channel communicates pairs,
where the type of the ﬁrst element is always the index type, and the type of the
element is always the type of the original channel.
For more details on Circus, including examples, refer to [2,16,26].
3 Type System for Circus
As Circus is a combination of Z and CSP languages, it is natural to think of combin-
ing the rules of their type systems [29,11] to characterise the type system of Circus.
However, the Z and the CSP constructs are freely mixed within Circus, and it also
includes Dijkstra’s constructs of guarded commands. In addition, we are not aware
of a widely accepted formal deﬁnition for the CSP type system. The CSP type
rules presented in [11] are incomplete, because the focus of that work is only the
process calculus and it does not consider constructs such as channel declarations.
Additionally, as far as we are aware, there are no implementations of CSP type
checkers that adopt this type system. On the other hand, a widely used CSP type
checker developed by Formal Systems Europe Limited covers all the CSP syntax,
and, even though it is not associated with a formal deﬁnition of a type system, it
is our reference for typing in CSP. In the case of Z, the formal deﬁnition of its type
system [29] is complete and well established, but is diﬃcult to read.
The type system that we deﬁne here is based on many aspects of the Z and
the CSP type systems, with the intention to keep Circus compatibility with these
languages. We do not redeﬁne the rules of Z. Instead, we reference these rules and
deﬁne rules for the additional constructs of Circus. We decided to use a particular
notation that is simpler than the one used by the Z type system, as we present in
the following sections.
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3.1 Type Environment
Before describing the type rules, we deﬁne some basic elements that are not within
the syntax of Circus: environments, which represent the context of a term in con-
sideration. The type rules deﬁne a relation written Γ  A : T to mean that A has
type T in the environment Γ.
Data types T are the types of channels, constants and variables. They can be
primitive types (as N, Z, standing for naturals and integers), names of given sets
N , or a symbol that represents an absence of type (wt). The last one is the type of
a synchronized channel.
T ∈ Typ ::= N | A | N | Z | wt | ...other types
Besides data types T , other term types θ are available for programs, Circus para-
graphs, channel declarations, processes, actions, etc.
θ ::= T | Program | CircusParagraph | Process | Action | ...
We call the set of well-formed type environments of Circus TEnv . A Circus type
environment is a register with twenty ﬁelds. Amongst them, one part is responsible
for keeping global deﬁnitions, and another part is responsible for keeping deﬁnitions
that are local to a process.
Some of the ﬁelds that record external deﬁnitions to processes are: channels,
that maps all channel names to types; processes, that stores all process names of a
program; deﬁnedProcs, that stores the names of processes that have already been
deﬁned; zDefs, that maps all names of deﬁnitions extracted from Z paragraphs
(global constants, free types, given types and generic types) to their types; and
defNames, which joins the available information of other ﬁelds (like the names of
channels, name sets, processes, global constants and types) and is used to simplify
deﬁnitions.
Some of the ﬁelds related to internal deﬁnitions to processes are: localVars, that
stores all local variables in scope and the state components; actions, that stores
all action declarations; deﬁnedActs, that stores the names of actions that have
already been deﬁned; localZDefs, that maps the names and types extracted from
Z paragraphs; and localDefNames, that stores all names of local deﬁnitions and is
used to simplify deﬁnitions.
There are some constraints (invariants) on the values these ﬁelds can take. The
defNames ﬁeld includes the names of the deﬁnedProcs ﬁeld, together with the names
in the domain of the channels and zDefs ﬁelds.
defNames = deﬁnedProcs ∪ dom channels ∪ dom zDefs
On the other hand, the localDefNames ﬁeld registers only local deﬁnitions. It in-
cludes the names of deﬁnedActs ﬁelds, and the names in the domain of the localVars
and localZDefs ﬁelds.
localDefNames = deﬁnedActs ∪ dom localVars ∪ dom localZDefs
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All names of the deﬁned processes are in the set of process names (deﬁnedProcs ⊆
processes). In the same way, all names of the deﬁned actions are in the set of action
names (deﬁnedActs ⊆ actions).
3.2 Type Rules
Type rules validate judgments, possibly based on judgments already known as valid.
Judgments have the form Γ  	, where 	 is an assertion as, for example, A : T .
Each type rule contains a possibly empty set of premises above a horizontal line,
and a single conclusion below the line. The premises of the rules can be other
judgments, as well as restrictions. When all premises are satisﬁed, the conclusion
is valid.
In the following sections, we deﬁne the Circus type rules for some of its syntactic
categories. We illustrate some rules using the CookieMachine example in Figure 1.
The complete list of the Circus type rules can be found in [26].
3.3 Program
A Circus program is well typed if all its paragraphs are well typed; see Table 1. In
the beginning of a Circus program veriﬁcation, the type environment is empty. We
use the symbol Γ∅ to represent an empty type environment in which all ﬁelds do
not contain any information. The function ExtractProcDefs receives as argument a
list of Circus paragraphs, and gives as result an environment that contains all the
process names extracted from the list; the formal deﬁnition of ExtractProcDefs and
of all other functions used in the type rules presented here can be found in [26]. The
list cpl of Circus paragraphs that compose a program has to be well typed in the
context of ExtractProcDefs cpl . This requirement allows a process to be referenced
before being deﬁned, and so, allows the deﬁnition of mutually recursive processes.
In our example, the CookieMachine process name is included in the environment,
more speciﬁcally in the processes ﬁeld.
The type rules for paragraph lists appear in Table 2. A list of Circus paragraphs
is well typed if the ﬁrst paragraph (cp) is well typed and the remaining list of
paragraphs (cpl) is well typed in an environment enriched by the global deﬁnitions
of cp. The function Defs receives as arguments a Circus paragraph and the current
environment, and returns another extended environment that contains all global
deﬁnitions of the paragraph. The ⊕ operator is environment overriding. In this
way, the veriﬁcation of each Circus paragraph is done with an environment updated
by the deﬁnitions of the previous paragraphs. As an example, in the CookieMachine
speciﬁcation, as the COOKIE given type is deﬁned in the beginning, the subsequent
Circus paragraphs can use it.
(ExtractProcDefs cpl)  cpl : CircusParagraphList
Γ∅  cpl : Program
Table 1
Typing of Circus Program
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Γ  cp : CircusParagraph
Γ  cp : CircusParagraphList
Γ  cp : CircusParagraph
(Γ⊕ (Defs cp Γ))  cpl : CircusParagraphList
Γ  cp cpl : CircusParagraphList
(NewDefs p Γ.defNames)
Γ  p : ZParagraph
Γ  p : CircusParagraph
Γ  cd : CDeclaration
Γ  channel cd : CircusParagraph
Γ  ln : CDeclaration
Γ  e : Expression(PT )
Γ  (ln : e) : CDeclaration
Γ  cd1 : CDeclaration
(Γ⊕Chan cd1)  cd2 : CDeclaration
Γ  cd1; cd2 : CDeclaration
Table 2
Typing of Circus Paragraphs
3.4 Circus Paragraphs
A Z paragraph, in Circus, is well typed if it is well typed as deﬁned by the Z type
rules, and if it does not deﬁne global names that already have been deﬁned before as
processes, channels, channel sets, global constants or types. The condition NewDefs
(see Table 2) is true if, and only if, the names deﬁned in the paragraph are new.
We present the association between Z and Circus type rules in Section 3.10.
The paragraphs that declare channels and processes are well typed if the involved
declaration (CDeclaration or ProcessDeclaration, respectively) is well typed. We omit
the trivial rules for conciseness.
3.5 Channels
A declaration of channel with type is well typed if the channel names are new and
distinct, and if the expression that represents the channel type is a well typed set.
The channel declarations in the CookieMachine speciﬁcation are well typed because
the channel names are distinct and new in the global context.
A composition of channel declarations is well typed if the ﬁrst declaration is
well typed and the second is well typed in an environment updated by the channel
names of the previous declaration. The application of the function Chan to a channel
declaration returns an environment that contains all the channel names associated
with their respective types. This allows us to avoid repeated channel declarations.
3.6 Processes
As deﬁned in Table 3, a process declaration is well typed if its name has not been
declared and if the process deﬁnition is well typed.
The function FindImplicitChans receives as arguments a process deﬁnition (p)
and the current type environment (Γ). It deﬁnes a set that contains all the implicit
channels extracted from the process deﬁnition. Implicit channels arise from indexed
process deﬁnitions. These channels are deﬁned from each channel used by the
process. If, for example, an indexed process is deﬁned with an index i : T1 and if
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this process uses a channel c : T2, the channel c i is deﬁned implicitly and its type
is determined by the index and channel type (T1 × T2).
The condition DeclareNewChans applied to the set of implicit channels (returned
by the function FindImplicitChans) and to the current type environment requires
that the names of the extracted implicit channels are new or channels with the same
type indicated by the index.
3.7 Basic Process
In the case of a basic process, it is well typed if the state, the list of paragraphs and
the main action are well typed too, as deﬁned in Table 4.
To determine whether a basic process is well typed, it is necessary to extract
all the action names deﬁned within the process so that mutually recursive actions
are properly handled. The function ExtractActDefs, applied to a list of paragraphs,
deﬁnes the environment with all the action names introduced in the paragraphs.
With the overriding operator, the initial environment is extended and, as result, we
have the environment Γ1. The deﬁnitions of the actions, name sets, local types and
constants declared before the deﬁnition of the state are captured in the environment
Γ2. The function DefsPL receives as arguments a list of process paragraphs and the
current type environment, and returns another environment (Γ′) with all deﬁnitions
of the list. The function DefsState, when applied to the state paragraph, yields an
environment (Γ′′) that has only state components. The environment Γ2 deﬁnes the
context of the state paragraph. The environment Γ3 includes information about:
n 	∈ Γ.defNames Γ  p : ProcessDeﬁnition
(DeclareNewChans (FindImplicitChans p Γ) Γ)
Γ  process n b= p : ProcessDeclaration
Γ  p : Process
Γ  p : ProcessDeﬁnition
Table 3
Typing of Process Declaration
Γ1  pl1 : PParagraphList Γ2  sc : StateParagraph(d)




Γ  begin pl1 state sc pl2 • a end : Process
where Γ1 = Γ⊕ (ExtractActDefs pl1)⊕ (ExtractActDefs pl2),Γ2 = Γ1 ⊕ Γ′, Γ3 = Γ2 ⊕ Γ′′,
Γ4 = Γ3 ⊕ Γ′′′, Γ′ = (DefsPL pl1 Γ1), Γ′′ = (DefsState sc d), Γ′′′ = (DefsPL pl2 Γ3)
Γ  p : PParagraph (Γ⊕ Γ′)  pl : PParagraphList
NotRedeclare((Γ.localDefNames), (Γ′.localDefNames))
Γ  p pl : PParagraphList
where Γ′ = (DefsP p Γ)
Table 4
Typing of a Basic Process
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n ∈ (Γ.actions)
n 	∈ (Γ.parActions)
Γ  n : Action
Γ  c : ParCommand
Γ  c : Action
Γ  c : Communication
(Γ⊕ VarsC c Γ)  a : Action
Γ  c → a : Action
Γ  p : Predicate
Γ  a : Action
Γ  p & a : Action
Γ  a1 : Action
Γ  a2 : Action
Γ  a1  a2 : Action
(Γ⊕ (deﬁnedActs = {n}))  a : Action
Γ  μn • a : Action
Table 5
Typing of Actions
the deﬁnitions extracted from the ﬁrst paragraph list, the state components, and the
action names of the process. Finally, the environment Γ4 contains all information in
Γ3 plus additional information about actions, name sets, local types and constants
declared after the deﬁnition of the state. This environment deﬁnes the context for
the type veriﬁcation of the main action. The condition NotRedeclare requires that
there are no repeated names with diﬀerent types in the local deﬁnitions of two envi-
ronments. For example, NotRedeclare(Γ1.localDefsNames,Γ
′.localDefNames) guar-
antees that the local names of Γ′ have not been deﬁned in the environment Γ1 as
local names.
The veriﬁcation of a list of process paragraphs requires the type veriﬁcation of
each paragraph. In this case, the environment of each paragraph is enriched by
the deﬁnitions of previous paragraphs. The function DefsP receives as arguments
a process paragraph and the current environment, and returns another extended
environment that contains all local deﬁnitions of the paragraph. Additionally, it is
veriﬁed if the names declared in a process paragraph have not been already declared
into the process.
3.8 Actions
A process paragraph can be an action deﬁnition and it is well typed if the action
name has not been already declared within the process, and if the action deﬁnition
is well typed too (rule omitted). In Table 5 we present some action rules.
An action reference is well typed if the cited name was declared before as an
action and it is not a parametrised action name. In the CookieMachine example, the
references to InputMoney , OutputCookie, Input and Output are well typed because
they are names of actions and they were not declared as parametrised actions.
In the case of a recursive action μ X • A, it is well typed if A is well typed in
an environment enriched with X as an action name. The context of this new name
is only the action involved in the recursion. In the CookieMachine example, the
context of the name X is only the sequential composition (Input  Output); X
A preﬁxing is well typed if the communication is well typed and if the action is
well typed in an environment extended by the input variables of the communica-
tion. The types of the input variables are determined by the type of the channel
used in the communication. The function VarsC , applied to the communication
and the current type environment, returns another environment that contains all
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input variables associated with the type extracted from the channel type. This en-
vironment also contains the variations of the extracted input variables. To explain
the extraction of input variables, we consider the following program.
[T ]
channel c : N × T × PN
processP =̂ begin
A =̂ c?x?y?z → Skip
B =̂ c?v?w → Stop
C =̂ c?t → Skip
• A; B ; C end
The input variables extracted from the communication of the action A are: x : N,
x ′ : N, x? : N, x ! : N, y : T , y ′ : T , y? : T , y ! : T , z : PN, z ′ : PN, z? : PN and
z ! : PN. The variable x , as it is the ﬁrst parameter of the communication, has the
type of the ﬁrst component type of the channel, in this case, N. The same occurs
with the parameter y , but in this case, it has the type of the second component
type of the channel. Finally, as z is the last parameter, it has the remaining type of
the channel. In the communication of the action B , the input variables extracted
are: v : N, w : T × PN and their variations. As we have only two parameters of
communication, the type of the last parameter is the tuple T × PN. Finally, in
the communication of the action C , as the channel c is communicating only one
parameter, it has the complete type of the channel. Therefore, the input variables
extracted are: t : N × T × PN, t ′ : N × T × PN, t? : N × T × PN and
t ! : N × T × PN.
3.9 Communication
A communication that involves value passing is well typed if the channel has been
declared to have a type, and if each one of the communication parameters is well
typed. The number of parameters has to be less than or equal to the number of
component types that compose the channel type. The function NumTypesChan
receives as argument the type of the channel involved in the communication, and
returns the quantity of component types. A type has more than one component type
when it has a form of a cartesian product. Considering the example of the previous
section, as the channel c has the type N × T × PN, the function NumTypesChan
will yield 3, as it has three component types: N, T and PN. However, if a channel
has the type P(N × N), the function returns 1, since it has only one component
type.
The function Extract , in turn, receives as arguments a list of parameters and
the channel type, and returns a set that contains all input variables of the commu-
nication and their variations, as we have explained in the previous section. In turn,
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this set is passed as argument to the function NoConﬂicts and it returns true if and
only if it does not have multiple declarations of the same name with diﬀerent types.
A list of communication parameters is well typed if each involved communi-
cation parameter is well typed. The environment of a communication parameter
is updated by the input variables (and its variations) extracted from the previous
communication parameters. The functions GetTypeHead and GetTypeTail receive
as argument the channel type. The former yields the ﬁrst component type of the
channel type, and the latter returns a type without the ﬁrst component type of the
channel type. For example, if a channel type is P(N × T ) × U × PN, the function
GetTypeHead returns the type P(N × T ), and the function GetTypeTail yields the
type U × PN.
The function ExtractVarsCP , in turn, receives as arguments a communication
parameter, the type of this parameter, and returns an environment with all input
variables and its variations. The environment Γ is updated, through the overriding
function, with these input variables, and allows the veriﬁcation of the remaining
parameters of the communication with these variables in scope, as we present in the
example below.
channel c : N × N × N
processP =̂ begin
...
A =̂ c?x?y !x + y → Stop
• A end
In the action A, the expression of the third communication parameter (x + y) uses
the input variables extracted from the previous parameters. It is only possible due
to the context extension of the input variables of the communication parameters.
n ∈ dom(Γ.channels)
((Γ.channels n) 	= wt) cpl ≤ (NumTypesChan (Γ.channels n))
(NoConﬂicts (Extract cpl T )) Γ  cpl : CParameterList(T )
Γ  n cpl : Communication
where T = Γ.channels n
Γ  cp : CParameter(GetTypeHead T )
(Γ⊕ (ExtractVarsCP cp T ))  cpl : CParameterList(GetTypeTail T )
Γ  cp cpl : CParameterList(T )
Γ  cp : CParameter(T )
Γ  cp : CParameterList(T ) Γ  ?cp : CParameter(T )
T ′ == T
Γ  e : Expression(T ′)
Γ  !e : CParameter(T )
Table 6
Typing of Communication
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Σ D p oo σ
Γ  p : ZParagraph
Σ E sc oo τ
Γ  sc : Schema-Exp
Σ P p
Γ  p : Predicate
where Σ = (CircusToZTypeEnv Γ)
Table 7
Association between Z and Circus Type Rules
An input parameter is always well typed. The name of the input variable is
new (we have a new context) and its type is extracted from the channel type. On
the other hand, an output parameter is well typed if the involved expression is well
typed and it has the type of the channel or of the component corresponding to the
expression in the compound type channel.
3.10 Association between Z and Circus Type Rules
The validation of Z paragraphs, expressions, predicates and declarations in Circus is
made through references to the Z type rules. However, to associate the rules of both
systems, we need to map the Circus type environment to the Z type environment.
In the formal deﬁnition of the Z type system [29], TypeEnv is the set of Z type
environments. These environments associate names to types. Also, Σ denotes a
type environment (Σ : TypeEnv).
We determine how a Circus type environment can be used to deﬁne a Z type
environment. For this, we deﬁne a function that receives as argument a Circus type
environment (Γ) and returns the Z type environment (Σ).
CircusToZTypeEnv : TEnv → TypeEnv
CircusToZTypeEnv Γ = Γ.zDefs ∪ Γ.localZDefs
The resulting type environment includes all global and local deﬁnitions extracted
from Z paragraphs. These deﬁnitions are stored in the zDefs and localZDefs ﬁelds
of the Circus type environment Γ, respectively.
The format of the Z type rule is similar to the format that we adopt in this
work. The judgments of paragraphs, expressions, predicates and declarations have
the form: Σ  	, where 	 is an assertion. Nevertheless, Z adopts diﬀerent assertions
for each syntactic structure. The type rules that we present in Table 7 establish
the association between Z and Circus type rules. In the premise of the rules we
have descriptions like Z judgments, and in the conclusion we have judgements on
Circus types.
A Z paragraph in Circus is well typed if in the context of the type environment
deﬁned by Σ, the paragraph p has a signature σ as deﬁned in the Z type rule; a
signature consists of a function that maps names to types. A schema expression
in Circus is a Z expression. Then, it is well typed if in the context of the type
environmet deﬁned by Σ, the schema expression sc has a type τ . Finally, a predi-
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Fig. 2. Integration between a Circus Tool and the Type Checker
cate in Circus is well typed if it is well typed in accordance with the Z type rules.
Consequently, in the context of the type environment Σ, the predicate p is well
typed.
In total, there are 118 rules in the formalisation of the Circus type system. They
are captured in the implementation of the type checker that we present in the next
section.
4 Type Checker for Circus
We can use the type rules to verify programs and guarantee the consistent use
of values and expressions in Circus speciﬁcations. However, as in many formal
techniques, the application of the type rules is an arduous work that can result in
errors. Moreover, type veriﬁcation is an activity that can be automated, even for
rich languages like Circus, that involves speciﬁcation constructs. In fact, the type
system of a language can be designed speciﬁcally to make automatic veriﬁcation of
types possible.
The development of a Circus type checker demands the implementation of a Z
type checker. Our idea was to select one of the Z type checkers based on the ISO
standard [29] and extend it. This prevents rework, but it is important to choose a
robust and well designed Z type checker.
We can ﬁnd many tools that automate the utilization of Z. However, a disor-
ganized development of Z tools can result in a situation where we have a lot of
tools that are useful but are not compatible. The CZT - Community Z Tools - is
a project that has as goal to tackle this problem [15,13]. Its intention is to oﬀer
an open source framework, developed in Java, which allows an easy construction of
tools for Z and its extensions like Object-Z [19], TCOZ [12], and currently, Circus.
The CZT framework has a well designed, robust and continuously tested type
checker for standard Z. The design of the CZT type checker is based on the visitor
design pattern, and this is a good solution for the development of this kind of tool
because it is a structure that allows an easy navigation within the syntax of a
program speciﬁcation. We chose this tool as a starting point for our work.
Our type checker was developed as a component, with an interface for integra-
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Fig. 3. Classes of the Circus Type Checker
tions with other Circus tools. Figure 2 shows how the integration can be carried
out.
To perform a type veriﬁcation, any Circus tool has to use the parser to generate a
Circus AST (Abstract Syntactic Tree), which must be passed on to the type checker.
If the speciﬁcation does not have type errors, the type checker returns true and
annotates the original AST with type information. If the speciﬁcation has some
type error, the type checker returns false and a list of error messages describing
the type errors is made available. Independently of the result, the Circus tool may
or may not continue its processing.
4.1 Architecture
Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of the Circus type checker, built as a substantial
extension of the Z type checker of the CZT. The Circus classes TypeChecker and
Checker inherit from corresponding classes of the Z package: z.TypeChecker and
z.Checker. This allows Circus classes to have the same functionality of Z classes,
and also supply new and speciﬁc functionality for the Circus veriﬁcation. The class
circus.TypeChecker groups and instantiates the visitors of the Circus type checker,
allowing communication among them; instantiates the Circus type environment; and
stores the list of errors detected in the veriﬁcation. The class circus.Checker is
abstract; it deﬁnes the general behavior of the other visitors. It joins the common
methods of the visitors and it has a reference to the TypeChecker class. With this
reference, each variation of the Checker can communicate with each other.
For each Z visitor, there is a Circus visitor that implements visitation methods
only for the additional constructors of Circus and for the Z constructors that need a
special veriﬁcation in Circus. Each Circus visitor extends the class circus.Checker
and has a reference to the corresponding Z visitor. This reference allows the dele-
gation of veriﬁcation tasks to the Z type checker, when necessary.
The general behavior of the type checker is similar to that implied by the type
rules. Only some details have been implemented in a diﬀerent way, with the goal to
follow the pattern of implementation of the CZT type checker. For example, in the
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implementation we do not extract all the process names of a speciﬁcation nor all
the action names of a process before initiating the veriﬁcation, as the rules suggest.
We let the veriﬁcation occur sequentially and, in the case of some reference problem
involving an action or a process name, the reference is checked at the end of the
veriﬁcation. These references are treated by the visitor circus.PostChecker. At
this point, since all the speciﬁcation has already been analyzed, certainly all the
process or action declarations are stored in the environment. If there is still some
reference to a process or action not declared, the type checker can now conclude
that the speciﬁcation has type errors.
The use of the visitor design pattern and of the CZT framework was very im-
portant for the integration with other Circus tools. Besides the type checker, several
Circus tools have also been implemented using this framework: the model checker [7]
and JCircus [6] are some examples. This design decision makes possible the use of
the type checker as an isolated component. In this way, maintenance or evolution
of the type checker does not require modiﬁcations in the other tools.
5 Validation
For the validation of the Circus type checker we chose two strategies. The ﬁrst one
was the elaboration of tests, to examine the behavior of the type checker through its
isolated execution. We carried out tests using small speciﬁcations, to verify speciﬁc
behaviors of the tool, and large speciﬁcations, like the SmartCard speciﬁcation
presented in [26] and the ﬁre control system presented in [16]. To execute the tests,
we used the JUnit tool to carry out unit and regression testing. It provides a test
runner with a graphical interface that helps to visualize which test were successful
and which were not. The use of JUnit for the execution of regression testing was
important to make sure that changes in the type checker, such as bugﬁxes, did not
have an impact on the tests for which the tool was already working correctly.
Another validation strategy was the integration of the type checker with other
Circus tools namely, JCircus [6] and CircusReﬁne. These integrations have also served
as acceptance tests for the type checker.
5.1 Integration with JCircus
JCircus is a tool that automates the rules that translate programs written in Circus to
Java [6].
The type annotation performed by the type checker is of extreme importance for
the Circus tools that need type information during their execution; JCircus is one of
them. To ﬁnd the type of a channel, it is enough to access the annotation of the
AST node that represents the channel. If the type checker only had as functionality
the veriﬁcation of type consistency of a speciﬁcation, the Circus tools would have to
implement annotation facilities if they needed type information, and this, basically,
requires a new veriﬁcation.
The integration with JCircus allowed the identiﬁcation of some problems in the
type checker implementation. We detected the absence of some type annotations
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for some syntactic structures of Circus. Also, we identiﬁed that some error messages
generated by the type checker were not clear.
5.2 Integration with CircusReﬁne
As we know, Circus has an associated reﬁnement calculus that deﬁnes reﬁnement
strategies for processes and their actions, and provides reﬁnement techniques for
concurrent and distributed programs. The basic notion of reﬁnement in Circus is
the reﬁnement of actions. The reﬁnement of processes is established in terms of
reﬁnement of the main actions of these processes. In [2], we can ﬁnd some of the
reﬁnement laws of processes and actions.
We have developed a Circus reﬁnement tool to integrate with the type checker; it
supports the application of the reﬁnement laws of actions, which makes it possible
to illustrate the integration and utility of the Circus type checker. Its architecture
has been especially designed to allow future extension.
CircusReﬁne was developed based on another reﬁnement tool, which supports
Morgan’s reﬁnement calculus [14]: the Reﬁne [18,28] tool. Graphically, these tools
are similar. However, the processing logic is very diﬀerent, because the tools use
distinct parsers and were developed for distinct languages. CircusReﬁne is based
on the Windows pattern, with screens, menus and buttons to access the various
services. The tool recognizes (and receives as input) Circus speciﬁcations written
in LATEX, reﬁnement laws of actions described using a template, and displays the
steps of the development through its graphical interface.
CircusReﬁne carries out a type veriﬁcation on each reﬁnement law when it is
loaded. The goal of this veriﬁcation is to guarantee consistency of the speciﬁcation
after the application of laws. Consequently, if a law application does not request
the input of arguments by the users, it is not necessary the type veriﬁcation of all
speciﬁcation after the reﬁnement.
The type checker of reﬁnement laws is based on the Circus type checker and, as
consequence, on the CZT type checker. The purpose of the development of this law
type checker is to show that the Circus type checker also can be extended to develop
other functionalities or tools.
In the integration with the CircusReﬁne tool, we identiﬁed the necessity of partial
type veriﬁcation that, in fact, consists of an improvement to be implemented. Cur-
rently, when a law is applied, and it requires the input of arguments, CircusReﬁne re-
quests a complete type veriﬁcation of the speciﬁcation. However, only a speciﬁc part
of the speciﬁcation is updated by a law application, and so, it is not necessary a
complete type veriﬁcation. Currently, the type checker needs to analyze all the
speciﬁcation to be able to ﬁll the environment with type information and create the
veriﬁcation contexts. To provide a partial veriﬁcation, this type environment must
be ﬁlled with the global information of types, and the type checker must identify
the fragment contexts to carry out a correct and eﬃcient veriﬁcation.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the formal deﬁnition of the Circus type system. We
deﬁned the set of well formed type environments and presented some of the type
rules. The deﬁned rules are linked to the deﬁnition of the type system of Z standard.
In total, we speciﬁed 118 Circus type rules. The complete list can be found in [26].
Another important contribution of our work was the implementation of a Cir-
cus type checker. The development of the type checker was based on the CZT
framework, which makes possible the independent and organized construction of Z
tools. We presented the extension of the CZT type checker for the implementation
of the Circus type checker.
The validation of the Circus type system and its type checker was carried out
through tests and integrations with other developed tools of the language. We
followed the integration process of the type checker with the JCircus tool, and we
developed an initial version of the reﬁnement tool of Circus, called CircusReﬁne,
which also uses the type checker as a component. With the integrations we could
prove and improve the beneﬁts and the functionalities oﬀered by the type checker.
With the integrations, we detected that the type annotation is a resource of great
utility for the other Circus tools and it prevents additional processing to be realized
by them. Positively, we also conﬁrmed that the integration with the type checker
is very simple. The integration with the JCircus tool indicated some imperfections
of the type checker implementation, such as absence of some type annotation and
imprecise error messages. The integration with the CircusReﬁne tool identiﬁed the
necessity of partial type veriﬁcation, which we intend to do as future work. We also
intend to develop the complete version of the Circus reﬁnement tool. The current
version of CircusReﬁne allows only the reﬁnement of actions. The implementation
of the type checker and CircusReﬁne can be found in [27].
The deﬁnition of the Circus type system and the implementation of its type
checker are an important contribution to the evolution of Circus, clarifying essential
points of its deﬁnition as a strongly typed language that is compatible with Z and
CSP. Additionally, we are also contributing to the development of other tools for Cir-
cus. We hope that our work can serve as base for the deﬁnition and implementation
of the type systems of the Circus extensions.
Concerning related work, as already mentioned, we are not aware of any complete
type system for CSP based on formal rules. Regarding Z, we could substantially
reuse its type system to formalise and implement an original type system for Circus.
We are also unaware of formally developed type systems for any language that
integrates process algebras and model based speciﬁcations.
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